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Climate Change: An Encyclopedia of Science, Society, and Solutions is the fourth encyclopedia
on climate change authored or edited by Bruce E. Johansen. This three volume set is organized
into topical areas, with each volume focusing on a broad subject: Volume 1: Land and Oceans,
Volume 2: Weather and Global Warming, and Volume 3: Land and Oceans. Within each volume
topics are grouped into two to five main subcategories, and then individual topics. Topics span
famous people, weather events and their increasing severity, deforestation, pests such as pine
bark beetles, allergies, warming temperatures, melting sea ice, and solutions to climate change
like solar power, wind energy, academic protests, and political action. Most entries are short,
running three to five pages in length, with some reaching seven to eight pages. Some include
sidebars addressing complementary issues, and each entry has a further reading list. Johansen
actively references other sources, and Volume 3 has an eighty page bibliography varying from
newspaper articles to government reports to scholarly books and journal articles.
Unfortunately, the author tends to overemphasize direct quotes and statistics to tell the story
of climate change, in effect replacing his voice with others. Without a single voice this work
lacks coherency, and when combined with author’s emphasis on statistics or data, makes it
hard for readers to remain engaged. Also, topics seem somewhat haphazard. For example,
effects of climate change on indigenous peoples only includes four North American groups,
ignoring other areas of the world. Under the broad heading, Agriculture and Food, there are
entries on rice and wine grapes, but climate effects on other crops are not addressed. Due to
these shortcomings, librarians are advised to consider other reference sources on this subject.

